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1. INTRODUCTION, LITERATURE, STATEMENT OF MAIN RESULTS 
Let Sz be a bounded open domain in R”(n b 2) subject to further 
conditions to be specified below. Assume that r= &2, the boundary of 52, 
consists of two parts r, and rI with r, non-empty (r, # a) and relatively 
open in r. Consider the second-order hyperbolic problem in the solution 
w( t, x): 
w,,=Aw in (0, co)xR (1.1) 
40, x) = w&h w,a x) = w,(x) on 52 (1.2) 
w(t, x) = 0 on(0, c0)xr, (1.3) 
g (t, x) = -w,(t, x) on(O, axr,, (1.4) 
where A is the Laplacian acting on the n-dimensional space variable X, v is 
the unit normal of r pointing toward the exterior of Q. The assumptions 
on n are as follows [3]: D is connected and 
(i) if r,, # 0, then r is of class C2 and F0 A F, = @; 
(ii) If r,, = a, Sz is convex and F0 n F, = 0. 
Thus, r, and rl are, respectively, the reflecting and energy absorbing 
portions of the boundary r. Let 
E(f)&(w,t)=j-o [lw,(t,x)12+IVw(t,x)12]dn (1.5) 
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be the “energy” of problem (1.1 )-( 1.4). There has been extensive work over 
the past 10 years or so centered on the study of energy decay as t -+ co (so- 
called “stabilization” problem) for problem ( 1.1 )-( 1.4) (and its natural 
generalization as in Remark 1.2 below), in addition, of course, to first 
establishing the well-posedness of (l.l)-( 1.4) in an appropriate function 
space. In summary, the pioneering work was first performed in the mid- 
seventies in a study aimed at achieving energy decay rates for the wave 
equation exterior to a bounded obstacle (the so-called “exterior” problem). 
See the papers of C. Morawetz and P. D. Lax, R. S. Phillips, and J. Ralston 
and W. Strauss quoted in [ 1, 2, 31. These efforts brought forward several 
energy identities, which were then used to obtain energy decay rates, under 
suitable geometrical conditions on the boundary of the obstacle. In con- 
trast, for the “interior” problem (1.1 ))( 1.4), where energy decay is sought 
within the bounded domain Q, results that became available at about the 
same time were simply asserting energy decay to zero for all initial data (in 
the space & below in (2.12)) for which E(w, 0) < +co; however, no rates 
of decay were given (see [ 13, 14, 181). In the modern terminology of con- 
trol theory, they were strong stabilization results in the space 8, not 
uniform stabilization results in 2,. However, they required no assumptions 
on the geometry of the bounded domain Q. The “interior” problem is more 
difficult than the “exterior” problem, since the latter enjoys the advantage 
that the energy distributes itself over on infinite region as t + co. G. Chen 
first obtained an energy decay rate (uniform stabilization) for the interior 
problem (l.l)-( 1.4), under some natural geometrical conditions on 52, by 
adapting the techniques of the literature on the exterior problem. His first 
paper [l] used a slight modification of a functional in [ 121. His later 
paper [2] relaxed the geometrical conditions on Sz by employing this time 
a new energy functional discovered by W. Strauss [ 151 in the study of the 
exterior problem. This same energy functional of Strauss was also 
employed later by J. Lagnese [3], who managed to relax even further the 
geometrical conditions on Q under which an energy decay rate (in 8) is 
obtained. Lagnese’s main result in [3] is for the case r, # a. 
THEOREM 1.1 (Uniform stabilization). Assume there is a oector field 
h(x) = [h,(x), . . . . h,(x)] E C’(d) such that 
0) h.v<O on I-, (1.6) 
(ii) h.v>y>O on f, (1.7) 
for some constant y > 0; 
(iii) The matrix H(x) + H*(x) is uniformly positive de$ne on a, where 
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ah, ah, 
axI ’ .-.’ ax, 
H(x)= ; ; 
ah” ah, 
ax, ’ ...’ ax, 
(1.8) 
Then, there are positive constants C, 6 such that 
E(w, t)<CeP6’E(w,0), t>O (1.9) 
for every solution of (l.l)-( 1.3) for which E(w, 0) < +co 
Commenting on the improvement over [2], paper [3] notes that “the 
key to the proof of Theorem 1.1 is the following result which may be of 
independent interest. This is the analog for problem (l.l)-( 1.4) of a result 
of W. Strauss [ 151 concerning solutions of the Dirichlet problem in a 
region exterior to a bounded obstacle.” 
THEOREM 1.2. For every E > 0, there is a number C, such that for every 
B >o, 
m 
I I 0 R 
e~2A’(w-Z(wo))2dO<EjomjQe~2prw~dQ+C.E(w,0) (1.10) 
[where here and hereafter dQ = dQdt], for every solution of (1.1 )-( 1.4) for 
which E(w, 0) < +oo, where 
I(wo) = 
{ 
0, for ro#O, (l.lla) 
l/mess(O) jn w(x, 0) dsZ for r,=@. (l.llb) 
“Another consequence of Theorem 1.2,” notes [3], “is a simple and direct 
proof of energy decay in the absence of restrictions on XI.” 
THEOREM 1.3 (Strong stabilization). Zf w is a solution of (l.l)-(1.4), 
r. # 0, with E(w, 0) < + GO, then 
lim E(w, t) = 0. 
f’cc 
As mentioned before, this result was proved in [ 131 using a compactness 
argument and the Holmgren uniqueness theorem; in [14], using the 
LaSalle-Hale invariance principle,” and in [18], by reducing the unboun- 
ded operator case to a bounded case. As to the well-posedness question, 
[ 3) quotes [ 13, 1 ] to assert that problem (1.1 )-( 1.4) generates a strongly 
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continuous semigroup S( 1) [wO, wI1 = CNf; wo, w,), w,(& wo, w,)l on the 
space Xi equipped with equivalent energy norm, if r. # 0. In terms of this 
semigroup, the conclusions of Theorem 1.1 and Corollary 1.3 may be 
restated as IlS(t)ll <COKE’, t>,O, and lIS(t)[w,, will1 +O as t+ co for all 
[w,, wi ] E Xi, in the uniform, respectively, strong norm of 2,. Thus, the 
plan of Lagnese’s paper is as follows: 
Theorem 1.1 
/ 
(uniform stabilization) 
Theorem 1.2 
\Theorem 1.3 
(1.12) 
(strong stabilization). 
In all of the above-mentioned papers [ 1,2, 31 on uniform stabilization 
for (1.1 )-( 1.4) the general thrust of the proof has a flavor in the Lyapunov 
method style, as applied to the appropriate functional taken from the 
exterior problem literature. In the same spirit as [3] in terms of the general 
approach-albeit with genuinely new serious technical difficulties to over- 
come-is a more recent paper [9]. This shows, for the first time, uniform 
stabilization of the wave equation with a suitable feedback in the Dirichlet 
B. C. (under some geometrical conditions on Q). This result is established 
on a different space, L’(Q) x H-‘(O) (which is the natural space for this 
problem). The last section of [9] presents another proof-a combination 
of Lyapunov method and a multiplier technique-of the conclusion of 
Theorem 1.1, however, with assumption (iii) of Theorem 1.1 replaced by 
the following weaker assumption on the matrix H(x) defined in (1.8): 
(iii’) IQ H(x) u(x) .u(x) ds2 2 p 1 Iu(x)~$ dl2 for some p > 0 
R 
for all u(x) E L,(B; R”). 
(1.13) 
[J. Lagnese has kindly informed us that his proof in [3] uses precisely 
property (iii’) = (1.13), even though the stronger (but more easily 
verifiable) property (iii) was explicitly chosen in the statement of his 
Theorem 1.1. Thus, henceforth, we shall consider Lagnese’s Theorem as 
subject to assumptions (i), (ii), (iii’).] 
In the present paper, we wish to examine once more well-posedness, 
strong stabilization, and, above all, uniform stabilization for problem 
(1.1 t( 1.4). The main novelties of the present paper are: Theorem 3.1, 
which contains an a priori estimate, and an operator theoretic proof of the 
known Theorem 1.2 due to Lagnese. We claim no strengthening over the 
statement of Lagnese’s main Theorem 1.1 (with assumption (iii’) = (1.13) 
replacing assumption (iii)). However, we believe that our present, essen- 
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tially self-contained treatment brings forth worthwhile simplifications and 
new insight into the problems. There are two major distinctive features in 
our present approach. 
(i) The formulation of problem (l.l)-( 1.4) as an appropriate abstract 
evolution equation (operator model) which explicitly incorporates the 
boundary action of the non-homogeneous term by means of a suitable 
operator (fl below). This model-in its differential forms (2.7at(2.7b) 
below or in its integral form (3.36) below is a new feature over [3] and 
represents the approach to hyperbolic problems proposed in [16] and 
successfully used in many problems since. The ensuing analysis is then carried 
out, to the extent possible, on the abstract model to obtain geometry- 
independent results: Lemma 2.1 (generation and spectral properties), 
Theorem 1.3 (strong stabilization), and the key Theorem 1.2. 
(ii) A direct application on (1.1 t( 1.4) of multiplier techniques which 
reveals the role of two multipliers: h .Vw to obtain the basic initial identity 
(3.3), and w div h to obtain an identity for the difference “kinetic minus 
potential energy” (see (3.13) below). This approach is entirely self-con- 
tained and shows clearly which multiplier is needed, for what end, and at 
what stage. Moreover, it permits one to keep a control on the various 
constants in the estimate (3.1) of Theorem 3.1 (see Remark 1.1). In the 
Lyapunov method of [3], the Lyapunov functional of W. Strauss contains, 
among others, these multiplier terms, but their role is less motivated. Our 
approach here benefits from recent understanding of the role of multipliers 
for the wave equation (1 .l) in the context of several different problems: 
regularity theory of Dirichlet mixed problems [S, lo]; uniform stabilization 
with feedback in the Dirichlet B.C [9]; as well as a direct approach to 
exact controllability (without passing through stabilization first) 
[6, 8, 17, 111. In contrast with [3], the plan of our paper is 
Lemma 2.1 + Theorem 1.3 (strong stabilization) 
(semigroup generation and spectral properties) 
Theorem 1.2 L 
Theorem 3.1 7 
Theorem 1.1 
(1.14) 
(uniform stabilization). 
Thus, unlike [3], we obtain here a purely operator theoretic proof of 
(semigroup generation) strong stabilization based on our abstract operator 
model, which is fully independent of the technical Theorem 1.2. As to our 
proof of Theorem 1.1, perhaps the most notable and original part of it 
in comparison with [3] is a technically different-and we believe much 
simplified-proof of the key Theorem 1.2 which is based here on our 
operator model in integral form (3.36), rather than on the analysis as 
in [3], based on Fourier transforming in time problem (l.lk( 1.4): a 
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technique, the latter, introduced by Lax-Phillips in the early seventies 
in the study of the exterior problem and used since by various authors 
(C. Morawetz, W. Strauss, etc.) in the exterior problem. Our operator 
approach to Theorem 1.2 clearly reveals a key feature behind the proof: a 
cancellation of the poles of R(1’, -A) (on the imaginary axis), which 
occurs at the level of equation (3.38) below. As a result, the subsequent 
equation (3.39) obtained after the cancellation can be viewed also on the 
imaginary axis. 
Remark 1.1. (On the constant 6 appearing in (1.9)). The constants 
appearing in the estimate (3.1) of Theorem 3.1 are explicitly identified as 
in (3.32). In particular, if h(x) is a radial field x-x0, then the constant 
K, = 0 in (3.4) and Theorem 1.2 is not needed in this case (this is Chen’s 
case). Thus, in the case of a radial field h, the constant C appearing in 
(#)I St? E(t)d rd CE(0) is explicit and, via Pazy’s proof of Datko’s 
theorem as in [21], so is the constant 6 > 0 which appears in (1.9). 
However, in the more general case where the vector field is not radial (or 
linear), then the constant C, in estimate (1.10) is not explicit. Thus the con- 
stant C in ( # ) and ultimately the constant 6 in (1.9) are not explicit either. 
See also [20] on this issue. 
Remark 1.2. The techniques of this paper also cover the generalized 
wave equation as in [3, p. 1671. We omit details 
2. PRELIMINARIES-WELL-P• SEDNESS AND STRONG STABILIZATION: 
AN OPERATOR THEORETIC APPROACH 
2.1. The case r,# 0. Let A: L*(Q) 19(A) -+ L’(Q) be the operator 
defined by 
Af= -Af ~(Ai=i/t~*(n):f~~~=O,~~~,=o}. (2.1) 
Then, A is non-negative self-adjoint and has compact resolvent R( ., A). 
Moreover, the problem Ah = 0 in Sz and h ) r,, = ah/& 1 r, = 0 implies h = 0 
(by Green’s theorem applied to (Ah, h)n = 0). Thus, A-’ E Lf(L’(Q)), a 
distinctive feature over the case f,, = 0 of Subsection 2.2. Next, define the 
operator fl by 
Ah=0 in 52 
h=#g o hl,=O in I-, (2.2) 
ahiav I rl = g in r, 
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Then, elliptic theory gives 
m: continuous L*(r,) + H3”(Q) c H3’2-2p(Q) - i3(A3’4pP), p > 0, 
(2.3) 
the identification on the right of (2.3) meaning equivalent norms [9]. If 
now fl* denotes the adjoint of N: (&, u),z(,) = (u, ~*u),z(,, ), then (2.3) 
implies 
A3/4-Pfi~ P’(L’(r,), L*(Q)) and m*A3’4-P E B(L*(Q), L*(T,)), P>O 
(2.4) 
The following Lemma-in the style of previous work [ 16]-will be needed. 
LEMMA 2.0. For y E 9(A) we hoe 
fi*Ay = Y I r, 
on z-1 
0 on r, . (2.5) 
Prdof: With u E L2(r), we compute by Green’s second theorem where 
subscripts denote L2-norms 
- (m*Ay, u)~ = -(Ay, ii%), = (dy, Ii& 
since y 1 T0 = aypv I r, = 0 by (2.1); (h)lro=O, a(&)@(,, =U and 
d(Nu) = 0 in Q by (2.2). Then (2.6) yields (2.5). 1 
We may now introduce an abstract operator model for problem 
(1.1~(1.4). Following previous work [163, problem (l.lk(1.4) admits the 
following abstract versions: as a second-order equation 
B = -A[w + R&*Ak], (2.7a) 
where fl*A3 is the boundary term by (2.5); or else as a first-order system 
on the space WE 9(A”*) x L*(Q) (2.7b) 
0 I 
(formally); s&z= 
0 
J&= 
I z, + %?*Az, 
-A - Ah%*A I /I -A 0 z2 
(2.8a) 
g(~&) = {[z,, z2]: z2 E 9(A1/*) and Z, + fl#*Az, E 9(A)}. (2.8b) 
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Note that the fractional powers of the positive self-adjoint operator A are 
well defined and that B(A”‘) is topologized with the usual Hilbert norm 
given explicitly by the first equality below in 
IIZII&~~,~~= IIA”*zII~~~~~= IVzl*dQt I z E 9(A l’*). (2.9) R 
The second equality in (2.9) follows by first Green’s theorem applied to 
IIA”*z 11; = (AZ, z)~ = -(AZ, z)o with ZE C@(A), and then arguing by den- 
sity. Writing z = A- “* A”*z we obtain from (2.9) the generalized Poincart 
inequality 
I z*dQ= I~z~I;< IJA-“*II; [IA”* zll;= IIA-“*ll;j. IVzl*dQ, z&(A”*), R R 
(2.10) 
a distinctive feature of the present case r, # 4 (compare with Section 2.2). 
Then, from above, 
GS(A’/2)-H~0(12)={u~H’(Q):u=0,0n~,}. (2.11) 
If zEg(&m), then by using (2.1), (2.5), (2.11), and r,,nr,=@, we have 
that z1 = 0 on r,, az,/av + z2 = 0 on r,, and 
ZZk,(!S) = {u E Z+(Q): u = 0 on r, }, 
and 
WE q = H#2) x L*(f2). (2.12) 
LEMMA 2.1. (i) The operator J& in (2.8) is dissipative on WG 
GS(A”*) x L2(sZ) and satisfies range (AZ-&m) E W for A> 0. Thus, by the 
Lumer-Phillips theorem, S& generates a S.C. (strongly continuous) contrac- 
tion semigroup e=+ and the solution of (2.7)-hence of problem ( 1.1 )-( 1.4)- 
is given by 
l~l;~~~,“;i,l=e-~‘l~:l, t>O (2.13a) 
and by (2.9) 
II e dfil [wo,wl]ll~=E(t)=~Q JVw(*+w:dQ. (2.13b) 
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(ii) The resolvent operator R(L, &,,,) of &‘n is given by 
I- V-‘(A) 
‘* 
V-‘(A) A -’ 
R(& J&) = 
- V-‘(n) ;1v-‘(l) A-’ ’ 
(2.14) 
where we have set 
V(A) = [r+ mv*A + A2A -‘I, (2.15) 
at least for all ,I with Re i > 0; moreover, S& has compact resolvent on W. 
(iii) The operator R(A, JZ&) is well defined (and compact) on W on the 
closed halfplane Rei > 0. Thus, the spectrum (i.e., point spectrum) a(&~) of 
-(s, satisfies 
cr(s&)c {A: ReA<O}=@-. (2.16) 
Proof: (i) For y E 9(&n), dissipativity follows from 
= 0 - Il~*AY* I&) = -/I.& I I-, II tqr,p (2.17) 
where in the last step we have used (2.5). 
(ii) With A > 0 fixed, we solve (J.-&n) y = z = [z,, z2] E W, i.e., 
iy~-y*=z,E9(A”*) 
A [ y, + RR*&*] + Ay* = z2 E L2(Q) 
(2.18) 
for y E g(&,,). By substitution and application of A-’ (recall (2.15)) 
V(A) y, = 1A-‘z -z E %‘(A”*). 2 1 (2.19) 
Since the operator V(A) is strictly positive definite on g(A”*) by 
@fl*Ay,, Y&,,w = (ARn*Ayz, y2)Lqn) = Ilfi*h, I&p G-3) 
then V-‘(2)~ .9(9(A”*)) and the unique solution of (2.18) is 
Zl +Y* 
y1= 
1. ’ (2.21) 
y,= V’(11)[11A~‘z2-z,] E~(A”~) 
which can be checked to be in TV (see (2.8)) since 1[y, + RR*Ay,] = 
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&I -lz2 - J2A -‘y, E 9(A). Rewriting (2.21) explicitly yields (2.14), from 
which compactness on W follows, since [I - VP ‘(I)] A - ‘j2, V- ‘(A) A - “*, 
V-‘(A) A-’ are compact on L2(sZ). 
(iii) By contraction of the semigroup, the spectrum of the generator 
&,, is in Re I d 0. We now show that it is, in fact, in Re 2 < 0. This will 
follow via (2.14) by showing that V-‘(2)~ Y(9(A112)) for 1= ir, r real 
and, say, r # 0. Indeed, recalling (2.15) and letting V( ir) = 
[I+ ir RR*,4 -r’A-‘1 x=0, XE~(A’/~), we show that x=0. Taking the 
9(A”‘)-inner product with x easily gives fl*Ax=O, by (2.20); hence 
Ax = r*x. Then either x = 0 and we are done, or else x is an eigenvector of 
A, say x = e,, with eigenvalue p,, = r2. Thus, e, 1 r0 = &,/dv),-, = 0, by (2.1); 
moreover, W*Ae, = 0 gives e, 1 r, =0 by (2.5). Then e,l,=O, ae,/&I.,=O 
imply e, = 0 by elliptic theory, and hence x = 0. 1 
COROLLARY 2.2. With w,(t) = w,(t; wO, w,), the map fi*Aw,: continuous 
two, w,] E W + L,(O, co; L*(T,)); more precisely by (2.5) and (2.13): 
Proof As usual, by (2.17) 
= -j wfdf (2.23) 
rl 
(which follows likewise by differentiating (2.13) and using Green’s first 
theorem) and (2.22) is obtained by integrating (2.23) and using contraction 
of the semigroup. 1 
Remark 2.1. As a consequence of the strong stabilization result to be 
proved next, we can refine (2.22) to read 
s 
o= llw,(t)ll~~,,,~dtC~E(O), [w,, w,] E w. (2.24) 
Proof of Theorem 1.3 (Strong stabilization). We follow the approach 
carried out, say, in [L - T. l] for the case of feedback in the Dirichlet 
B.C., which we sketch to make this paper self-contained. Since the 
semigroup e.cyIw’ is a contraction on W, Lemma 2.1(i), the Nagy-Foiass 
Fogel decomposition theory applies. (For an excellent expository treatment 
of this theory, as applied to stabilization problems with distributed 
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feedback operators, see [4].) Accordingly, W can be decomposed in a 
unique way into the orthogonal sum of three subspaces 
W cnu 7 Z, and Z’, all reducing for edz’: 
W= W,.,,+Z,+Z’, such that Z,+ZL= W,, W,.,,+Z,=Z, 
(2.25) 
where 
(i) on WC,,, e&@ is completely non-unitary and weakly stable; 
(ii) on W,, e.@‘@ is a unitary S.C. group. It follows that in our present 
case W, = {0}, the trival subspace, for otherwise Stone’s theorem would 
yield that the eigenvalues of J& on W, are on the imaginary axis, a con- 
tradiction with Lemma 2.1 (iii). Thus, in our case, W= WC,,, and e”lfi’ is 
weakly stable on W, hence strongly stable on W, since &N has compact 
resolvent. 
Thus e.dR’y+O as t-+co,Vy~ W. [ 
2.2. The case r, = 0. Here the usual problem arises that the operator A 
in (2.1) is invertible with bounded inverse not on L2(Q), but on 
L:(Q) = L2(Q)/~(A) = {f~ L’(0): faf&2 = 0}, where J”(A) is the null 
space of A spanned by the normalized constant function k. Moreover, 
if C(r) is the cosine operator generated by -A on L2(Q) and s(t) = 
1; C( r ) dz, then C(t) k = k and S(t) k = kt. The problem can then be reduced 
to the space L;(Q), where A is boundedly invertible, with initial data in 
L;(O). A direct operator approach to handle the important special case 
r, = 0 (Neumann problem) is the following. Since A in (2.1) (with 
r,= 0) is not boundedly invertible in L*(Q), we simply translate the 
Laplacian by, say, 3, = 1; i.e., we consider the elliptic problem 
(d-l)u=O in Q 
(2.26) 
which admits a unique solution U E L’(Q), infact UE H312(Q), for each 
g E L2(r). We then define the operator IV, (depending on A= 1) by setting 
ii=N,g. (2.27) 
Second, the same argument as in Lemma 2.0, this time using problem 
(2.26), now yields 
N:(A+z)u=ul,, UE9qA) (2.28) 
with A the operator in (2.1) with r,, = 0. Thus, if s(t) is the corresponding 
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“sine” operator generated by -A (as before), then the argument in [ 161 
gives that the abstract operator model for the hyperbolic problem 
Y,, = AY in (0, 7’) x Q 
Yo=Y,=O in C? (2.29) 
ay 
av=” in (0, T) x Z 
is given in integral form by 
y(r)=(A+Z)S’S(t-r)N,u(z)dt 
0 
(2.30a) 
or in second-order equation form by 
j= -Ay+(A+Z)N,gE[9(A)]’ or jj= -A[y-NN,g]+N,gEL2(S2). 
(2.30b) 
Thus, the corresponding abstract operation models for the feedback 
problem ( 1.1 )-( 1.4) are second-order equation 
s= -Aw-(A+z)N,N:(A+z)tiE[cqA)]’ (2.31a) 
or as first-order system 
0 
&.I= -A 
Z 
-(A+z)N,N:(A+z) 
dissipative on 9((A + Z)‘j2 x L’(s2); etc. 
(2.31b) 
(2.32) 
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.1 (WITH A~XJMPTION (iii’)=(l.l) 
REPLACING ASSUMPTION (iii)) 
The proof will be broken down into two major results: first Theorem 3.1 
stated below and then Theorem 1.2 stated in the Introduction. 
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THEOREM 3.1. Under the same assumptions as in Theorem 1.1 we have 
for any /I > 0 
+ K, jam s,, e ~ *D w: dC (3.1) 
with constants K,, Kz, K, (identz$ed explicitly in (3.32)) independent of /I. In 
particular, K, = 0 zy the vector field h(x) in radial x -x0 (or linear). 
Accordingly, Subsection 3.1 gives the proof of Theorem 3.1 while Subsec- 
tion 3.2 gives the proof of Theorem 1.2. 
3.1. Proof of Theorem 3.1: A multiplier approach. We first take initial 
data smooth, say [w,, w,] E g(&~) = X”, which guarantees [w(t), w,(t)] E 
C(CO, aI; g(dm)) and [w,(t), w,kt)l = -4dw(t), w,(t)1 E C(CO, aI; W, 
and find the desired estimates with constants independent of [wo, w1 1. 
Then, we extend by continuity, as usual. This remark will not be repeated. 
Case 1. Here we assume r. # 0. 
Step 1. With h the postulated vector field and /I > 0, we multiply 
both sides of ( 1.1) by e ~ ‘@h . VW and integrate in l? JR dQdt. Letting 
,x=(0, m)xr; Ci=(O, co)xr,,i=O, 1; Q=(O, co)xQ 
and proceeding as in [ 10, 93 we obtain the identity 
eeZBf(h .Vw) g dZ+i 
5 
e-e2flrwf j.vd,.J/-k 
I 
e -28’ lVwl* h . vd.Z 
z ,?z 
(3.2) 
= e 
I 
P2P’HVw.VwdQ+~j‘ne -2p’(wf- IVwl*) div h dQ 
Q 
(3.3) 
where H(x) is the matrix in (1.8). (To make the present paper self-con- 
tained, we provide in Appendix A a derivation of (3.3).) We set throughout 
2Mh=mF Ihl and 2M,,h=mF Ihl (b = boundary). (3.4) 
Then, using the boundary conditions (1.3), (1.4), and hence 
on C,: w,-0; h.Vw=h.v$ (3.5) 
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the left hand side (L.H.S.) of (3.3) becomes 
L.H.S. of (3.3) = s eC2@ IVw12h.vdC+ I 
epZB’(h .Vw)( -w,) dZ 
-%I El 
1 -- 
s 2 .%I 
e-*/1’ [Vw\‘h.vdZ.-1 
I 2 x1 
eAzar lVw[ h . vdZ. (3.6) 
L.H.S.of(3.3)=;/ epzg’ lVwl?h-rdZ+i s e-28twfh.vdZ Lo El 
- 
i 
eP2@(h.Vw) w, dZ-1 
I 
e-*b’ IVwl*h.vdC. 
El 2 XI 
We now invoke assumptions (i) = (1.6) and (ii) = ( 1.7) on h and use 
Mi h - e-2p’(h . VW) w, < A 
s 
e-2B’wfdC+c epzgr lVwl* dZ 
E El 
to obtain from (3.6), (3.7) for any E > 0 
choosing E < y/2, where 
K/z, E = M;, hb + M,, h12. 
We have 
(w,, h.Vw,),>, -M, w;+ lVw012 dQ> -M,E(O) 
(3.7) 
(3.8) 
(3.9) 
(3.10) 
-2B’(~,, h .Vw), dt 2 -2flM, j. e-28’ E(t) dt b -M,E(O) 
(3.11) 
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using the contraction of E(t) (see Lemma 2.1). Thus, combining (3.3), 
(3.8), (3.10), (3.11), and the assumption (iii’)= (1.13) on H, we obtain 
K h, E s e-28’lVw12dQ-22MhE(0) XI 
I e-*fl’(wf - [Vwl’) div hdQ. (3.12) Q 
Step 2. We examine the last integral term in (3.12). 
LEMMA 3.2. We have 
(i) jQe -‘@(wf- IVwl’) div hdQ = I eczsr ww, div h dZ XI 
+j e- ‘@’ wV(div h) . VwdQ 
Q 
-(w,, w, div h)n + 28 jOm e-*@‘(w, w, div h)n dt, (3.13) 
(ii) -two, w, div h), + 2/3 [Oa e-2B’(w, w, div h), dt > -2C,, h E(0) 
(3.14) 
C,,h=max(Dh /lA-“*l1~, Dh};2D1,-m~ ldivh(. 1 (3.15) 
Proof of Lemma 3.2 (i). Multiply both sides of (1.1) by eezar w div h and 
integrate on Q. We obtain after integration by parts in t 
I 
e p2g’ w,,w div hdQ = -(wO, w1 div h)n - I e-2Br wf div hdQ Q Q 
+ 28 j e-2pr ww, div hdQ (3.16) 
Q 
since lim e-2BT(w(r), w,(T) div h)e = 0 as Tr 00, as it follows from 
I(w(ZI w,(T)divh),I G~D,CIIw(T)IIi+ ll~,(~H~l 
IBM-“* II:, lIA”* W(T)Il;+ IIW,(nI~I 
G c,, h E(T) G cl, h E(O), (3.17) 
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where we have used 0 E p(A), (2.9), and the contraction of E( .), Lemma 2.1. 
On the other hand, using Green’s first theorem and the identity 
V(wdivh).Vw=wV(divh).Vw+IVw(2divh (3.18a) 
we obtain 
1 e~‘“‘(dw)wdivhde=~=C2”‘~wdivh~= 
Q 
- e 
s 
P2P’ wd(divh).Vwdp-f eezar IV~(~divhdQ. (3.18b) 
Q Q 
Using the B.C. (1.3)-(1.4) and equating (3.16) and (3.18) yields (3.13). 
Next, (3.14) follows via (3.17) used for T= 0 and T = t, and the contraction 
of E(.). 1 
Step 3. We consider the boundary term in (3.13). 
LEMMA 3.3. We have 
s ZI 
e-28’ww,divhdZ= -k(wO, w,divh),,+flj eP2@‘w2divhd,T 
ZI 
(3.19a) 
2 -2 C2.h E(O), (3.19b) 
2C2,,=CD,,,; D,,=m;x ldiv hi, C= trace constant in (3.22). 
(3.19c) 
Proof of Lemma 3.3. Identity (3.19a) follows from 
e -2~~Ww,=Id(e~2PIW2~+Pe~2~rw2 
2 dt 
since 
+lhz eC2”‘J w’(T) div h dT = 0. 
rl 
Indeed, by trace theory, (2.9) and the contraction of E( .), 
(3.20) 
(3.21) 
<CD,,,E(T)<CD,,,E(O) (3.22) 
and (3.21) follows. Moreover, (3.19a) implies (3.19b) via (3.22). fl 
409;137,2-II 
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Step 4. Combining Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3, we obtain 
COROLLARY 3.4. 
s 
ep28r(w:- (V~(~)div hdQ> s 
e ~ ‘fit wV(div h) . VwdQ - 2C* h E(0) 
Q Q 
Step 5. Set 
Then for any E, > 0 
C3,h=C,.h+C2,h. 
4Gh = rnzx IV(div h)l. 
1 
z Qe s 
P2fl’wV(divh).VwdQ> -~~QeP’B’w2dQ 
--El 
I 
e-‘fi’ [Vwl’ dQ 
Q 
and inserting (3.25) into (3.23a) 
1 
2 Qe I 
-“‘(Wf- /VW/‘) div hdQ2 -zjQ ee2firw2dQ 
--El f eczs’ IVw12 dQ- C3,h E(0). Q (3.26) 
Finally, inserting (3.26) into (3.12) we obtain 
LEMMA 3.5. For any 0 < E, < p and any /3 > 0 we have 
& eh, e -2a’w~dC~(p-E,)[ eMZB*IVwl’dQ 
Q 
G -- e s -28’ w2dQ - C,, h E(0) &I Q 
(3.27) 
- 
C4,h=2Mh+C,,,,. (3.28) 
Step 6. We return to Lemma 3.2. 
(3.23a) 
(3.23b) 
(3.24) 
(3.25) 
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COROLLARY 3.6. We have for any p > 0 
epzPf(wf - Ivwl*) dQ G C,E(O) (3.29a) 
C,=~max{(~AP”2(~D, l)=independent of/l (3.29b) 
Proof. Identity (3.13) holds for any smooth vector field, not just the 
postulated h. Taking there div h = 1, hence V(div h) = 0 (i.e., multiplying 
only by e -2B’~ in the proof of Lemma 3.2) and using the same argument as 
in (3.17) yields (3.29) (see (3.15)). 1 
Step 7. By (3.29) we obtain from (3.27) 
Kk E s,, e ~2p’w~dZ.~(p-E,)j eeZBrw:dQ 
Q 
-3‘ e~28’w2dQ-[C4,h+(p-E,)C5] E(0). 
&I Q 
(3.30) 
Summing up (3.27) and (3.30) yields 
+ [T2c,, h + (P - 81) c,l E(O). (3.31) 
From (3.31), we then obtain the desired conclusion (3.1) of Theorem 3.1 
with the constants K, there given by 
2c4 h K1=-- +c5; K2=2 
Gi , 
&lb--El)’ 
K3=2 
P--El 
2 (3.32) 
at least in the case r, # 0. K, = 0 provided Gh = 0, e.g. radial h. 
Case 2. For the case r, = 0, considerations at the end of Section 2 
apply. We omit the details. 
3.2. Proof of Theorem 1.2: An operator approach. As in [3], we shall 
employ Laplace transform techniques in the variables 1= p + itx, o! E R, and 
obtain the needed estimates for small ]c(( and large ]cll separately. However, 
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unlike [3], we shall use our operator model for problem (l.l)-(1.4). 
Following [3], we introduce a new variable 
u(t, x) = @(t) w(t,x); @E C”(R); Q(O) = W(O) = 0; Q(t) = 1, t> 1. 
(3.33) 
Case 1. Let r, # a. Then, in the new variable U, problem (1.1 )-( 1.4) 
becomes 
u,, = Au + b in(0, co)xG=Q 
UI,=0=U,I,=O=O in IR 
u(t, x) f 0 in (0, co)x~,~C, 
au -= 
av -24, + CD’W in (0, co)xr, -Cl, 
where the nonhomogeneous term b is given by 
b E P’w + 2@‘w, C(CO, 11; w-2)) 
C( Cl, 0o]; qA”*)). 
(3.34a) 
(3.34b) 
(3.34c) 
(3.34d) 
(3.35) 
According to the operator model, for (3.34), the solution to problem (3.34) 
is given by the following abstract variation of parameter formula (see 
Lemma 2.0 and [16]): 
u(t)=/4 Jr S(t -T) m*A[ -u,(z) + W(z) w(s)] dt 
0 
+ ;S(f-T)b(r)& s (3.36) 
where S(t) y = fh C(z) ydr, C( .) is the cosine operator on L’(Q), generated 
by the (negative self-adjoint) operator --A. Tzking the Laplace transform 
of (3.36) with l;,(n) = X(I) by (3.34b), and S(t) = R(A*, --A), we obtain 
ti(i)=AR(A*, -A)fi&*A[-X(A)+ [G,(A),+R(A*, -A)&), 
i.e., 
[Z+,UR(~*, -A)fl~*A]li(A)=AR(;I*, -A)fln*Ati 
+ R(1’, -A) 6(A). (3.37) 
But 
Z+AAR(A2,-A)h%*A=R(1*,-A)A[Z+~flfl*A+1*A-'] 
=AR(A*, --A) V(A) 
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(by (2.15)) 
inserted in (3.37) yields 
AR(A2, -A) V(A) ii(A) =AR(A2, -A) iw*A[iG](l) 
+ AR(L’, -A) A-‘&), (3.38) 
valid at least for all A. =/?+ ior, /?aO, with I2 =b*-c?+ 2ic$?# 
{ -p,,, n = 1, 2,...}, p, > 0 eigenvalues of the (positive self-adjoint o erator A 
(as in Section 2); i.e., except /I = 0 and LX* = pn, i.e., A = A, = fi P p,, where 
R(A*, -A) is not defined. Then (3.38) yields 
I;(l)= Vp’(l)[fifi*A@‘w+Aplb](~). (3.39) 
But, because of Lemma 2.l(iii) we know that V-‘(A)EZ(L~(SZ)) in the 
closed right half-plane Re A 2 0, including the imaginary axis fl= 0, and is 
holomorphic in Re A> 0 [9, p. 365, bottom]. Moreover, for any ;1 in the 
closed rectangle gE,, : 0 < Re 1~ 1, IIm 11 d Q, with CQ, > 0 arbitrary, we 
have 
IIW4llLqL2,Q,,Q GO’ 1 E a&. (3.40) 
Thus, with ;1= /I + h, /I fixed, 0 < fl d 1, recalling the definition of b in 
(3.35), and using Parseval equality, we obtain from (3.39), (3.40) 
i j 
co 
< 271c,, e-2at II@‘(t) nN*Aw(t)ll$ dt 
0 
+ 
s 
mepZfif II@“(t) A-‘w(t) +2@‘(t) A-‘w,(t)ll& dt 
0 
(using (3.33) and (2.3)) 
< c,2l&, IIfifl*A1’211; f IIA1’2 w(t)ll:, dt 
+ (lA-3’211; j; IIA”*WIl; dt 
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+ 2lIA -‘II; j’ IIw,(t)ll~ dt 
0 
G c, 10 j ’ E(t) dr d C,,?,(O), 
0 
(3.41) 
where in the last two steps we have used (2.9), the contraction of E(t), and 
Chaos C, 27cC,, max{ II~fl*A”*ll& II.K3’*11~, 2llA-‘II~} . (3.42) 
The case ~=/3+ia,O<~<l, lcrl>a,>O proceeds as in [3]: 
z?,(A) = At;(A) and l/111* 6 (cI’/cI~)( l/IA(*) < l/cc; so that Parseval equality 
Choosing l/o+ = E, we obtain from (3.41), (3.43) by Parseval equality 
2X ‘m e-*st 
s 
O” Il4t)ll; dt= 
0 s loo Il~(B+~~)ll:,d~~~,E(O) 
I 
00 
+ E epz8’ Ilu,(t)ll~ dt, (3.44) 
0 
where K,= C6,aoI 2 rc, which is an inequality of the desired type, but for U, 
not w. We return now from u to w: since u = w for t > 1 (see (3.33) 
I 
co 
0 
ep2fit Ilw(t)llidt<j: e-28r Ilw(t)ll&dt+jlm c*” Ildt)llidt 
(by (3.44)) 
‘/*w(t)ll~ dt + K,E(O) +c jm e-2Bf IIw,(t)lli dt (3.45) 
0 
and (1.10) of Theorem 1.2 follows by (2.9), with 
c, = l/A -yI; + c,,.o/2n, ai&= 1. 1 (3.46) 
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APPENDIX A: SKETCH OF PROOF OF (3.3) 
The identity: div(cph) = h -Vq + cp div h and the divergence theorem give 
j h.VcpdR=[ cph.vdl.-j cpdivhdL?. 
R r D (A.1) 
Multiply both sides of (1.1) by epz8’h .Vw and integrate j; in dl2 dr. As to 
the left hand side, we integrate by parts in t, use w,h . VW, = $h . V( wf), and 
identity (A.1 ) with cp = wf . We obtain 
jaw e-28’jQ w,,h *VW dl2 dt 
=- jQ w,h.VwodS;)+2a~~~e-2P’Inw,h.VwdSZdr 
As to the right hand side, we use Green’s first theorem, the identity 
and identity (A.l) with q = jVw12. We obtain 
-; jo* r-28’J-rVw,2 h.vdrdt 
HVw.Vwdf2dt 
lVw12 div h dsZ dt. (A.3) 
Equating the left hand side (A.2) with the right hand side (A.3) results in 
(3.3.) 
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Note added in prooJ The following observation was recently made in [ 191 in the case of a 
radial vector field h(x) = x - x0, and then in [20] in a case of a general vector held h(x). If, 
instead of the B.C. (1.4), one chooses the B.C. 
g (t, x) = -h vw,(r, x) on C,, (1.4’) 
where h satisfies the same assumptions as before except that (1.7) with y > 0 is now relaxed 
to require only y =0, then the local analysis at the level of Eqs. (3.7b(3.8) (which is 
aimed at compensating the negative term -jr, ]Vw]* h. v dT by means of the term 
2 lr, (a~/&) VW. h df) can be refined as follows. From 
(h.v)“* (w,I (h.v)“‘lVwl df 
Mh Q- 
E 
w:h.vdI-f&M, IVwl*h.vdf, 
we then obtain by using (1.4’) 
s 
]Vw]*h.vdf<(2M,s-1) IVwl’h.vdr+:j. w;h.vdI- 
r1 r, 
and the desired inequality as in (3.8) follows, by taking E sufliciently small. The rest of the 
proof is unchanged. For the possible implications of the relaxation from y > 0 to y = 0 on 
regions with connected boundaries we refer to [20]. 
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